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1.

1,1

INTROUCTION

SCOPE

This report discusses the requirements of a generalized file

management system C.,.r LINOS (Language Information Network and Olearinghoese

System).

The flow of language information with hooks, journale, conferences,

and reports is already inundatiag us. And it is getting wo.rec every day.

",'4sed en realistic near-term project isme of the Canter for Applied Lingvistics,

tbe 'ensilage community will be faced with the accession of almost 20,000

bibliographic items per year. Thie number will almost certainly eovtinue to

grow. ilthoueh no single individual is expected to remain current with all.

the items, the task of sorting out which items are indeed relevant to his

futerests boccmes increasingly onerous.

Fortunately, concurrent with the increasing flood of language inforatzt.i,:,

're have been developing new techniques for coping with masses of information.

The increased speed, decreased cost, increased computational power, and decreased
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epoca requirements of the modern digital computer are tieelly begineteg to

realize the grandiose promises of earlier years. But most pertinently, rem

software metboda are emergieg that will by powerful aiee in processing the

information and data. In paeticular, large amounts of data which reside ia

files, like these data to be *tored Der the language commenity, can sow be

peocessed much more conveniently and efficiently. A data processing system

need not he a Procrustean bed for the language information user. In fact, it

is primarily for the convenience and efficiency of the user that a eyetem ahoutd

be designed.

Pile meeagemect is the center of the date proceeaiag aysten that wal

oerve tha users. Pile management simply refers to the functions of storage,

retrieval, updating, and querying of date.4. Clearly, the auecess of a coeputer.-

hosted information system for language will depend greatly on the quality of the

file =easement weetem to he chosen. This report will consteee the characteristic,

of software packeees, both in existence and projected for the neer future, that

wili tatiefy the file menegemeat requirements of LINCS. The cost of eoftwarc

Jas frequently bean undereutimated. For example, in one large public project

the software 1:ca estimsted to cost 14 million. It eventually cost $26 million.

While thin exemple mny be rather isolated, it does suggeat the teed foe a

realistic appraisal of the implications of system design decisions on the file

managemeat software package.

LILACS file ma.eeemant system meet support the peerage and retrieval

oz bibliographic references, subject terms, abstracts, and full text of technical

documentation in the field of linguistic science. Furthermore, A file management
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eyatem will be required for retrieval of formatted linguistic data, and for

the direction of TAMS icseif, with respect to costa, user sratistice, etc.

A generalized file management system Is a computer -based system that neparares

the language information user from the mechanics of data processing. A

geaeralized file maragement syetem may be considered for LINCS because it

offers flexibility in input aad output formats and search strategiea, and

beceuee it adepts to changing requirements in a cost-effective wanner.

The term data waoagement is eased here in its moat generic *ease

and encompasses all automatic processing of data. As nueh, it includes the

fields of generalized data management, file msnagement aymteme, info oration

*tome and retrieval syeteme, aad specific applicatiouoeiented date procesuieg
4

syatpms. The areas of techeolov in data management that apply specifically to

/ANC'S tali into two cstegoriea:

(I) Generalized datamanagemeet system, that accept the
duZinition of complex dam structures of a formatted
nature, prepare diroctorie' and definition tables et
rose data, and provide access to those data for ueere
sari proacawnera; and

(2) Information storage and retrieval system that peovide
ateeial mechanisms fer aligning the vocabulary of
untutored users against the vocabulary of the in iexere
geld enthors of the documents in a refereace-providing
system.

This eepo'rt coaceutretee on the file management system requirements for

MACS and develops the eveleation criteeie applicable to generalized file managemee

ayettma pertinent to the LIM problem. The report diatusees a hypothetical

structural description of a LINCS system, the requirements for the L1NCS generalize
4

file management, the long-range trends indata management technology of iaterest

to the LINCS problem, and the evaluation criteria applicable to t LINCS file

management system.
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1.2 NagggouND

The Center of Appl.;.ed Liriguistics (C) hen initiated a program to

develop au information aystel for to sciences. This program,

described in the CAL pxoposal to the rational Science Foundation* involves

a number of concurrent efforts on the part cf.C&L end its subcontractors.

The project, yaw in am system design phase, encompasses two concurrent studies:

(A) Advanced studies toward an optimal system configuration, an4

0) Studies of priority cquponents for the nystem.

The second effort, in turn, involves tgo nub-areas:

(DI) indexing Tool Development, and

02) System Automation Studies. 4...

. This report covers Project £2, 9:221fpMtcmation Studiee File Mant!gempt System.

nirther backgromd in contained In the above referenced proposal.

IIP.
* - CAL Proposal, 'An Information System Program for the Language Sciences,

Stage 2: SyntsmDonign."

1-4
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2. A.STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTTON ncT LINCS

7,711C8 will as an adaptive network of individuals and organi%ations

that will provide productc and bervices to facilitate the transfer of linguintiv

information, in a variety of media, eon the scientific community. The network

tin preaumubly include one or more central.clearin8houses with computer-bared

facaitiea and a variety of terminal nodes consisting of user organizations,

individuals, and other existing specialized information centers.

The follovina elements nmst be deftned id the atrudtural descriptim

of 1.../1CS:

(I) Typos of data to be handled and their structural organization
within the system,

(2) 'towels of acccesibtlIty to data pratild!!d through various
ciLtmztic otoragn facilitiee,

(3)' Ways In which individuals and othar autowted data oentoKa
will intinw.tt with LIVCS data and network,

(4) Function of automatic data processing haxdgare and softwo7..e,

Theca items are dimiseed in t4e sUbenquent paragraphs of Section 2

-of eats report. Tar addition, Section 2 identifies potential alternate modes

of estem interaction between LlECS raid external bibliographic data bagaz,

10



The alternative modes of system interaction are defined according to the fol-

lowing characteristics:

(1) Biblioeraphic data elements to be input, stored, and output,

(2) Modes of user query,

(3) Modes of responses to LINCS clients.

2.1 TYPES OF BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA ELEMENTS

A library or bibliographic information system deals with information

About documents (i.e., document surrogates), with information contained in

documents, and with documents themselves. Therefore, the basic inputs and

outputs to LINOS will be various combinations of bibliographic data elements

and documents. The possible inputs and outputs that may be utilized in an

interactive network are indicated below:

(1) Abstracts or annotatione - these :say be either informative or
indicative in kind, sad may be assigned by an author or by a
cooperating system.

(2) full-text documents - these way be either the original published
form, a reproduced bard copy, microform, or some other nonpaper
representation.

(3) BibliogrOhic citations - these commenly include (as appropriate)
author, article title, journal title, volume, issue number,
pagination, date, imprint, report neither, and source of document
copy. It is also posaible to cite the place of publication of a
doeunent surrogate in a secondary source, in addition to giving
the primary citation°.

(4) Accession or call numbers these are eeeoadary notations usedoon. 1.4

to identify a document (or document surrogate) in a particular
information system. Under certain circumstances such a nuMber
may be considered as part of a citation or as a substitute for
the cita%ion.

(5) Indeximpforention - this commonly includes subject terms
and claesfalation webers, and may also irvolve personal and
corporate author unmes.

2-2
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2.1.1 Possible Coebinations oillbliegmbic Data Elements

Various combinations of the previously defined bibliographic data

elements could be used for inputting in' .n frni other data bases and In

rooponding to the queries of LINCS clientele. The relationehips between the

data received and held by LINOS end the responses to its users may now be defined.

Table 1 displays and defines relationships between the possible types

of LINC3t responses to its clientele and the possible data element coMbinations

extracted audfor converted from other bibliographic data bases and held by the

system. Ten raationships bave been identified. These relationships are

indicated in column 1 by Raman Numerals. Celemn 2 lists, for each relatlenehip

type, a possible combination of aata elements suitable for response by LINCS to

clientele queries. There are four basic types of response* The third column

lists, for each relationship type, a combination of data elements extracted

from other data bases Which may be held by LINCS. The foirth column lists

those data elements that must be input precessed in some manner to make them

compatible with LIi,CS holding°. The last column describes briefly the types

of Input proceestve revived for each relationship tree.

Posoible data element responses appear in eoluma 2. Possible combina-

tions of data elameet holdings appear in column 3, and eossible combinations

of data element input preceesirg appear in columns 6 and 5. The ten relation-

ship types (type I to tyee X) are developed because of different poosible

relationships between the cctbinutions, appearing in the various other whams,

which constitute responses, holdings, and input procElming. Tto basic vcriables

are the responses and the holdings; all other aspects of each relationship type

are derived therefrom.

2-3
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Table 1 thus acts forth the re/atl 1.nips between the possible

tesponses to clientele (as arresult of queries) and the possible data clement

coMbinations extracted by or =vented by LItCS from other biaiovaphic data

bases. The ten relationehip tyr 't Lath in Table 1 provide cue basis for

determining all poesih/e alterm..zveu for inter-system interaction.

Table 1 deals with seven different types of bibliographic data

elements.

(1) Annotation/4 or abstracts

(2) Full -tent document iteus

(3) Accession or call Embers

(4) Citations, not including accession or call =bars

(5) Indexing information al nasinned by C.Le source data base,
subjeet, author, and publilaing source terra

(6) Common of come fed indexing information capable of being
merged with LINCbtomm relf-origirated data base and searchable
within LINCS'software and hardware

(7) Scurces other than LILACS from which 2u11-text documents
chculd be obtained

2.2 IFTELS OP ACCNSSIBILITY

Any autcmatic data processing system contains one or more central

proaencors and a nuMbor of variota storage devices. Storage devieee diffnr

with respect to the cost of informetion storage, storage capacity, access tIme

and rode of access. Men a large voinna of information must be stored, the

ecouom14 effectivenes., cf the various leveLs of storage devices must be considered.

An important asp cat of the spat= daaign will be to specify the kind of informa-

tion and the amount of storage required at each level of accessibility. The

2-4
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TABU 1. REUTIONSHIPS BEIWEEH PdSSIBIE SUES alY;LIHCS RESPONSES TO CLIEETELE AND
POSSI3LE DATA ELMEHT CC6BINATIONS HELD la LINOS

!ype

Data Element Responses to
Clientele Queries

Data Eieoent
Combinations geld.

Data Eleeents
To Be Input Procezzed

....4

Input Peocessing
Requirements

Te Annotetions or abstrac a
Teeth citations end call
or accession numbers,

.

.Rotations or abatracts
with citations and call
or accession numbers,
full-text. documents, and
indexing information as
assigned by source.

Same as data element com-
binations held by the
system.

.

Copying, reproduction,
character code ttana-
lation, record re-
formatting (as required
by physical medium,

character code, and
format of input and by
selected *Lode of query
placement).

II Same res;bones na for.

relationship type I,
Same elements held as for
relationship type I, but
indexing informatic is
converted to be merged
with master data base.

Same input processing as
for relationship type I,
except for conversion of
indexing information.

Same processing as for
type I, except for
conversion of indexing
informetioa to permit
merging with master
data base.

III Same reeponse as for
relationship types 1 & II.

Same elements held as for
relationship type I, but
full-text documents are
not held.

&sue as data element come
binations held by the
system.

Same as for relation-
ship type I, except
that reproduction of
full-text documents
teed not be considered.

: an response elements as
fot relationship type III.

.

Ssme elements held as for
relationship type,Ily but
full-text documents are
not held.

.

Same elemeni., to be pro-
reseed as for relationship
type II, except that full-
text documents are not
processed.

Same as for relation-
ship type IT, but re-
production of full-
text documents need not
be considered.

V Citations and cell or
acceeaion numbers.

Same elect ace held as for

relationship type I, but
annotations or abstracts
are not held.

.

Se as data clement com-
binstions held by the
system.

Same as for relationship,
type I, except that
annotations or abstracts
need not be processed.

14 15



tt.Viabi.X TYPES O.? LOCS gra; Xlm...7.;,1S -10 CLaWriaZ A141.1
FO33131B DATA ELEMENT CUOINATION3 BUD BY =CS (continued)

Tres
Data Element Responses to

Clientele Queries

-----e-------

Data Eiemeat
Combinaticna Held

Data Elements
To Be Input Processed

Input Processing
Requirements

VI

. .

Same response as for re-
latienship type V._

Same elements held as for
releticnehip type It, but
annotaticns or abstracts
ere not held.

Same sa for relationship
type V, except for con-
version of indexing in
formation.

Same as for relation-
ship type V, except
for conversion of in-
deicing information to
permit merging with
master data base.

VII 'Same response ea for ze-
lationehips V a VI, plus
sources where full-text
documente can be obtained.

Seme as for relationship
type V, except full-text
dceumants are not held,

,

.

Same as data docent com-
Mnaticas held by system.

Same as for relation-
ship V, except that
reproduction of full-
tekt documents need
not be considered._

VIII Same response as for 1:B
letionship type VII.

.

Soma es far relationship
type VI, except full-teet
documents are not held.

.

.

Sane as for relaticnehip

type VII, except for con-
veraion of iadexing in-
formation.

Same as for relation-
ship type VII, except
for conversion of in-
dioxins information to
permit merging with
master data base.

IX Same as for reletionehip
types I, /I, & III.

.

Syatem holds only the
indexieg information as
aseigaid by source.

.

Sa'a as for data element
eombinatious held by the
system.

.

Copying, character code
translation, record
reformatting, and
merging with notation
of source) to provide
a combined vocabulary
list.

X Sane response as for
reisttonahip types VII &
VIII. .

System yeolle only the in

&axing itfermation as
esoigned by source,
(type IX) .

Saxe ae for data element

combivations held by the
system,(tipe TX).

Same as for relation-
ship type IX.



storage devices range over the following levels:

(1) Monodist° random access, manosttalTors memory; there information
is transformed, manipulated, and ezecuted lathe oentml pro-
cessor,

(2) A vundom access backlog store for information .frqquontly seeded,
and requiring rapid aocessibility, such so the system directory
and Indexes, to inforination-et lever levels of accessibility,

(3) Arend= 4C00132 device with a slam access speed obi t% may be
used to store the document records containing basic bibliographic
informationeveh as aroese.ourmnber, anther, title, and eublects,

(4) tomr level etorege wale sudh at magnetic tepee obich maybe
wed to store the dacarent surrogates or the dscments themselves,
containing cu sh things es, the abstract or the full tezt of the
document.

In uddition to'the bibilographic data elemt4to, the data base contains

information required for the operation of the canter itself; the prograMe and

active routines that respond to user inquiry arid implement the various search

techniques. This categomrinzudes routines that perform the cost-encountiog

and effectiveness evaluation of the system, thus permitting des gnsrs and adminis-

trator& to momitor eyetan performance and Obtain insights into poesible performance

criteria and system is rove

2.3 MODES OP USAR INTERROTTO WIT: TEE um SYSTEM

Initial inspection has identified five basic ncf2es by thiCh data con

tained in cr =fronted fray, externel data bum could be queriqd in order to

satisfy the needs of LtIalolleutele:

(1) Combined

(2) Separate

(3) ReacteiOn-Mica

(4) Semote/Off-Lime

(5) integrated

2-7
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These five wades of query placement, when used in combination with the

previously defined types of relationehips beti7een LINCS responses to clientele

and LINCS data eleoent holdings, provide the means of defining basic alternatives

of system interactions

2.3.1 Coebined

In the coMbined uede of query, plecement, the system:clot convert

extracted portions of other data bases to a common file structure (separate

from LIRCS own data base), to a cow =sinter medium, end to a cf.:mm=1 format,

so that all the extracted portions can De searchedwith LINCS soilteere and hard-

ware but by the use of different terminologies. The advantages of such an.

approach include: (1) LIES control of response time, and (2) ability to search

all areas of the extracted data base in one operations:tit:1i a= set of eofr-are.

The problem of this approach include: (1) difficulty of determining the current

relevant portions of external data bases, (2) the on-going matatemaice of several

conversion procedures - procedures which are dictated by decisions not under

LIMOS control, (3) finding persoynel to handle the many sea rah terminologies,

and (4) inefficieeey, of urWeg mazy search formulae for a single request.

2.3.2 Seperate

In the separate vede of query plecomemt, the syotem converts the

extracted portions of other data bases to a commou compute= medium at a eingle

location, so that each data base can be searched only by using its appropriate

softeere and iudeming terminblogy. The advantages of such an approach include:

(1) toss initial effort required than in the coebiced and integrated nedes to

eetablish an operational center, and (2) LINCS control of response time. The

2-8
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prObleas of this approach include: (1) the difficulty of determining the current

relevant portions of external data bases, (2) the oe-go4ae maintenance of several

Oifferent eoftware terminology and file atructure peakages which are subtect to

change beyeed LIB= control, (3) finding personnel to handle the many query

languages and seorch approaatee, (4) the inefficiency of stittng many search

formate?, for a einale request, end (5) determining a reesoneble search priority

of data baees to cbteinmexteum retrieval efficiency.

2.3.3 emeetelOneLine

In this mode of query plecceent, the eystem searetes an external

data base vie remote, on-line cereirals, ueiug the extereal syetem4 index tere-

lcology, software, and ?Ls:ether° (necept for termiaale, etc.). The advanteges

of 4210 approaCh era that Mealeee no weletenasee tea:rev, smd the eat:tee data

ban may be searched witheet peodetevathing relevant areas. On the other herd,

UN= has little control ever the der n. Difficultiee arise in findleg seardh

fermis/store capeble of handlimg the variety of te0eaiquee awl languages required

to conch may data base. Is t zrinyce with the Nevrologicel Information Network

hes she wn not ming two or c.eee vocemleriee covering similex me.ter ial reeelts

in negative ieterfereece so that one pareon cannot effictent/y handle more than

one search strategy. SeareA pricrition among date bane weld diffecult to

ecteblieh. git adflitlee, c"..: -'fie seneoh cepailities fry:: bralograpMe... irloma-

tion have not been completely refieed aa1 will probebly pet be renlimilble for

several yeas.

2.3.4 ReeetelOffettne

Tilm remota ogf.,liTis =de is similar to the =mete en-line mcelc; %m over

queries are placed by mail, TWX, telephone, etc. One sigaifieant advantage of

2-9
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this approach is that each data base mould be searched by personnel familiar with

the system, which would have a mei:Iva effect on the output. In addition, the

entire data base could be searched without prior determination cf relevant

portions. The approach also frees LINOS of maintenance reapeneibilities. The

problems of this approach are thec LINOS has nc quality control and no control

owr response time. A further problem arieca in determining which services to

interrogate.

2.3.5 Inteerr 0-erl

In the integrated mode ofluery placement, LINOS ecnverte extracted

portions of other data Wales to Its an ftle structure, computer meditva, format,

and indexing terminology, thereby permitting the merging of such data into

LILACS' QM. muter blbliograrhic data Vase: for pearehin3 andior annoumcement.

The approach ha* many adrantasee, imeTeding:

(1) Relative enee of eyeter.maintemence through uae of tables, wimich
permits accept en of averse inputs and production. of diverse
autpute, In addttiw, cbenses in emtornal data bases over which
LINOS has no control ocule be scommaaterl by changing the tables.

(2) A single query /mune. M.:figs:3 a comprehenaivo search that
gill extract cnty reievant data requires a great deal of experience
with both the vo0ebvlary and the da;:a base. The use of a single
language mei data base simplifies the preolm.

(3) control of response time,

(4) ANIlity to searet a7.1 arena of the data b.ase in One operation to
retsfieveinmemal relevent information.

Valle the edvemta3Ao of this apnreaeh ere great, they mey well be

outmeghed by the prcbleme. Determining Obet constitute° the relevert vortisn

of an external data baee is a difficult task, portionlary when that portion is

to be need for end esarchas. resigning a machine sate: to procees merry

2-10
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diverse formats, yet still provide flexibility and ease of maintenance, is also

a comet= task, wbith adds a large iniclal cost to the system. Me most difficult

task in systems of this type (as viescnced by AUERBACH's emporience vith the

Information Wtwerk of the NEEDD) is to resolve incompatibilitiso

o2 thesatms and indenins appreectes. Deveioping a mingle query language and

technique that rill apply to a consolidated data base requires a substantial

in2tial intellectual effort.

2-11
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3. EVIIMMITS Fre. GIMALISED FRE MARGFIWIT IN LLNCS

The coots of oystema &sign, programmine, and program omintenance hove

kistorically been a very large part of the coats of developing and running a data

procaseirr, or information center. In en effort to reduce this cost, various

approaches have been isplemented for generalizing the data processing functions

involved in a data center. This generalization of function suCh as data input,

storage, retrieval, data file meintensnen, and reporting is collectively known

as a generalized data osecgemeat ernes approah. As a rule, spume era defined

imprecisely at the ostset and mast underge omit/fixation to aeet user needs effec-

tively. The true nature of the data and the needs of the veers are determind

only through experience with the system. Purzileroore the needs of the liters

cheage vith time to that repnt.l.tive adcptatZcs neesseet7.

Tho LINOS file nanagemmt as's= chosld eiuplify the development and

=dig...cation ci mu me end expedite the sclutlan of users' probleme. The adhieve-

sent of this goal. vita reduce the ceet of construction, aodifying, executing

progress and celvIng users' pl7ob1ems. To achieve this, the software system should

34
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introduce the ability to improve the LILACS file management flexibility by pro-

viding on optirmam approach to the following LIWCS objectives:

(1) Input from a variety of sources including both local
keyboarding ani machine-readable records created by
often orsanications,

(2) Vutput to produce printer primary and secondary publications
with optional indexes,

(3) Lbility for dissemination of mhchire-readable records to
other publication end information centers,

(A) Storage and/or output of managerial control data,

Permanent storage of tho data for imsaible later users in
a rotr!ennl and d3esaminatiou system.
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4. LONG mom TRW'S IN DATA NAM-CEMENT

The softrlare asecciated with every computing system can be brokon down

into a number of distinct levels with re!spect to the distance between the module

in question and the comouting hardwal7e itself. Effective utilization of the

computer, in any information aratem depen4s on having a weber of modules that

can be identified as the operating nyntom for the computer. The operating system

consists of a number of distinct modultc associated with the mnnagemsnt of activities;

in the computer, the allocation of crmsuting re:!ources to jobs or users of the

computer, and the sequ.enc.;.ng of varicuo jebs and tasks. Another important dynamlc

function of the operetin3 system is the storage and rot:ie.:al of data on the various

leveIe of stoace de*oices assce.atee wits the comrutAng s7stcm.

There furrtUns a: rchouzce sl1o7ezion, sce...vity wana!yment, and memago-

ment of data on the storage devices constitute the foundat!ona. elemente of an

operntin3 systm. They crm foundctionel Incanso they dynamically illterant vith

the running progrem that mates use of their cervices and because ezey ere resident

in the oxvutint! oyotem's mmory and therefore, can be called upon to service other

functional eleeents which are pore application oriented or loos dynamic in teix

interaction with she syntem.
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In addition to these foundational elements, a number of other functional

medules are included in the operating cyctem. These can be viewed as super-

structural elements. One c8ilos of surer - structural elements are the dynamic

elements associated with interaction with the ueer such na the console monitor

or batch supervisor, if it is a non-interactiVe system. Another super-steuccunal

category includes the program development tools and cervices. These nclude the

assembler language, trarmlators, the compilers, the linkage editor and the loader.

A third category of the super-etructnral elements can be termed the system suprert

jobs. These are routines that help the user use the system, but are jobs or tasks

in the same acne that the users' prograi are jo)s or tasks for the system. Reutine:

such as library maintenance tontines, data definition routines, job definition

routines can all be categorized as system support functions in the operating system.

In cddition to these elements of the operating system, which in some

eense simp/ify the were' interface with and utiliaatica of tho herdware, there

are a number of generalized jobs that are not unique to one particular application.

This Matter group of elezents includes some current software eystems hnowa as

data management oe file manasement eysteme, repoetwriterc, query oystem, infor-

mation retrieval ayetams, end document peoceseing systems. Because typically these

orate= ern not fully integemted wt% tie operating system, each presents its own

peceller input language, user languane, nn,l, constraints of r. erasion.

one snch eoftware package called Document Processing Fystem (rS cf 1B14)

would neer.: at first glance to be very annropriate to the Lincs type of asp !.;.nation.

DPS is oeiened to docenenteti.en cystees that provide references. It accepts the

definition of the format 'If n record vhic:e repeeeents the refereaceeproviding

information for a single documeni-.. The record can be indeeed and queried by the

subject matte: so that the use can receive the list of document references,

document numbeee or even ebnteacto of the docuneats. Yet, DPS presents a serious

contraInt to the user. The files of DPS must exist on-line in a sinzle volume on
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a disc storage device. This limits its effective use to relatively small data

collections.

Several lerge-scale generalized data eeeagement systems have been urder

development for some tise without fully realizing tha mitial goals set forth

by their designers. Systems such as IBM'o GIS, AUBBBACA's Dtaa, IBM's Information

Mhnagement System (r. INS), and NITRE'e ADM can be included in this category.

The shortcomings of these syotems end the cost of their development can be attri-

buted in part to the difficulty of integrating them with existing operating systems

supplied by the manufacturers. Operating systems such as OS 360 for the IBM 360

series of coMputers are very complex; they represent the high overhead in the

mounting storage that the user must devote to operating the system functions; and

they are difficult for users to modify. Indeed, user modification is generally

iepractical because menufacturers frequently change these operating systems, making

it difficult to maintain any one special version.

The long-ranee trend the development of operating systems and data

management systems is toward the gradual integration and sophistication of the

data management functions Which arc integrated with the foundational elements of

the operating system. Structurally, the data management systems of the near future

will exhibit a distinct hierarchy of functions. Close to the fcendation of the

operating system will be such functions as those that retrieve ehdstoee fined

blocks of data from the secondcry storage devices and move them into and cut of

the coeputer system's peinary ver-ey. Lire sophioticated levels of data service

support to the programmer will be built on these nachineepriented funetions. These

will provide the ability to handle variable length otreamo of data, to build and

manipulate linked data structures, and to define and manipulate files of infor-

MetiOn to be stored on secondary storage devices.
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The file management system for LINCS exhibits characteristics of this

last category of data management. In LINOS, the more primitive types of data

management functions will be built into the operati-7 system and will provide the

ability to define tho files and indexes and retrieval strategies suitable for very

large files of refe.:ence-providing information. This type of data management

system: will be characterized by the ability to define a structured vocabulary

called a thesaurus that will align the vocabulary of the untutored user to the

rigid terminology of the indexers. The user will be able to conduct a multi-stage

dialogue with the system during which he will learn the vocabulary representing

the areas of his interest. Once having learned the proper index terms and their

generic/specific relationships and perhaps having learned which terms are synon7:1=a

with others, he will be able to formulae a meaningful inquiry to retrieve the

desired information in a discriminatory way.

Another trend of future data management systems is the gradual standardi-

zation of the language used to describe the data structures in these systems. This

category of language is known as data description languages or DDL's. Using a UM,

a system designer might describe the terminology and structure of a file he wishes

to define to a system, or to transmit from one system to another. The use of a

DDL and an appropriate interpretor will enable the designer to create appropriate

directories and to transmit information from one center to another in an

manner.

One important trend already apparent in the field of scientific docu-

mentation is the creation of a number of specialized information services and

r.anters and the attempt to create mechanisms that permit their interaction as a

network of information services. The use of data communication lines between

centers and the adoption of uniform terminology and thesauri support this trend.
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AUERBACH is currently engaged in a project to define the capabilities of the

National Agricultural Library for the Deldertment of Agriculture. it is anticipated

that the National Agricultural Library will be one such center in a network of

information centers, consisting primarily of the National Library of Medicine,

The Library of Congress, and The National Agricultural Library and their adjuncts.

Other candidate information centera for inclusion in this network are the Bic-

sciences Information Services of Biological Abstracts, the Library of the United

States Atonic Energy Commission, the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and

TeChnical Information, the Library of Congress, the National Library of Medicine

and =LARS System, the institute for Scientific Information, and the Chemical

Abstracts Service. Logically, the LILACS system should be one such information

center iu a national network.

Mach of the research devoted to the problems of designing an information

center and creating a network of such centers is certainly applicable to the LINOS

problem.
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5. EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR GENERALIZED FILE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS.

This section discusses the criteria for evaluating file management

systems and techesues pertinent to LINCS. These criteria may be applied to

file management systems recently developed or currently being developed.

AUERUCH and other agencies have already conducted several surveys

and critical 'valuations of data management systems. These are listed iu the

Bibliography included in this report. Some surveys have concentrated on

tabulating e number Qf features and parameters which file management eystems

may or may not pssess. Over 100 such parameters have been tabulated in

reports by the Fri ct al (see Fibliography, item 2) and the Codasyl Comirtea,

item 1), Gomp_nensive listings of features such as those tabulated can present

a rather bewildering array of factors to be evaluated. These factots mus, be

placed in proper perspective in assessing their pertinene:e in the LINCS system,

The diffi:-.ulty in applying the parameters appearing in prior reports stems from

the fact that each previous report addrecsed a problem slightly differeut from

LINCS. In the Fry study`2) , and in Cry: Codasyl stun}, only existing generalizes

data management systems were considered. Furthermore, the studies did not

consider combinations of file management systems that did not fall strictl; into.

the category of a "generalized data base management system,"
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The features of a data management system that relate to the L!NCS

problem will be discussed in this section from several points of view. In

effect, theft features represent the criteria by which the systems can be

studied and evaluated. These features are presented from four points of view.

(1) Design Objectives - Discusses the ,overall goals of the
system, without regard to the various ways in which these
goals may be realized.

(2) Discusses the various system functions and
capab Zit es for aecomOlishing the design objectives.

(3) - Discusses the system components (i.e., tables,
data struCtures, and pt'ogram module structures, their
didapoSition and interrelationskl!m) used to perform system
operatifte.

(4) Language tlemenii Discusses the sYstem commands and
service calls which may provide an appropriate interface
with the system users and prdgrammerai

All of the software elements of the LINOS system can be evaluated

from these points of view. These elements include the operating system with

its machine-oriented job management and data management aspi.cts, the programming

language compilers, and the console monitors which allow user interaction with

the system.

The File Management System (FMS) features are summarized in Table 2.

and ad* discusised in the following paragraphs.

MDR OBJECTIVES

5.1.1 Responsiveness

The primary design objective of the VMS should be system responsiveness

to user needs. User functions are discussed in Section 5.1.2.1. To the extent

that the user deals directly with the FMS, it should be easy to use and learn.

The VMS mist provide quick response to service requests and rapid handling of

search and update operations.
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DESIGN CEJECTIVES

Reaponsivemeas

o Ease of use
o Novice traiuing

Quick response, search, and update

Adaztability

Independence of logical data
structure from SeSS
In apendence of logical data
structure and program
Ability to combine data in
unforeseammaya
language and command denaitional
capability

opgamq43

User Functions

Query
Editing

o- Updating
Report generation
Program entry
Program execution
NovIca training

Interface with

o Met'
Peogram

o External file oystam
Job nansgemont system

Efficiency in
ani111.111:41".9

Block utilizat4an o Translation of data values
Data representation for staaage (inpu output, and storage)
radezing arrangmento

bat,a Data se updating
Retrieval strategy Directory updating and indexing
Updating methods Data search
Sharing of common data

o

o

Data search look-ahaad
Mintenance of data usage
statistics

Cum accountability
Control of authorised *ocean Dsakup and fsilnro recovery
Error recovery (Sob and data rcotnrt points)

ST3UCTURZS IMMO .

04AWT81 Corsidaraticaa User Lammas for

e Data bane atrna./sro and size o Trosram specification
a Variable varaus baaa% length Proxvim entention

Intro-block structure end format o Data definition
e Data linllaga Dat- entry
e Priority ordering of data oegeenta gaary

In files o Cttput format specificaticn

5E rem Structares Proffmnater Lang or

o Logical data directories o Data updating
Data file dictionary (i.tem name Data retrieval
dictionary) Report generation
Indexes 'Peak calling

e Access rights table o Control transfers
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STRUCTURES (cont.)
.

It Structure

LANGUAGE ELEMENTS (cont.)

P712tezallim291.

Logical subdivision and relations
among veer .tens
Degree of nesting permitted

izassltromm42_1(1211.92

Modularity
o Standard program interfaces

Generality of program functions
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Data coding schemes
Input/output formats
Interface with external file
system
Interface with AIS (Job Management SyLA
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5,1.1.2 Adaptability. The HIS must be capable of adapting to a wide variety

of user needs and, environmental changes. in order to extend the useful life of

various parts of the system and to minimize the implications of changes, the

logical structure of data should be kept independent pf both the FMS and the

using program::. The system should also be able to combine and use data in

unforeseen ways, so that the data structures and organization do not rigidly

determine the ways in which data may br used. Finally, the user should 1.:e

allowed to define his own languages and command& to the system to accommodate

special needs.

5.1.1.3 Efficiency. If thP FMS is to ,meet_ effectively ail the demands placed

on it, opetating efficiency is an important factor. To make maximum use of the

storage; methods of rcp-iesenting data for stotage and methods of

utilizing the space within data blocks should be carefully considered. Data of

interest to more than one user should he capable of being shared, With prcper

attention paid to protecting the data and, where necessary, providing contlol

vaer data access. Indexing arrangements are probably the crt.cial factor is

d..4termining the speed and flexibility of accessing data. Data retrieval strateg

and the methods of updating and maintaining the data base will also play key

roles in determing system efficiency.

5.1.2 Operations

5.i.2.1 User Functions. Mile the FM2 user ordinarily be nn individual,

task programs may also be rinsliered users, inasmuch as a task program may call

on services provided by the FMS. For maximum flexibility4 both. kinds of user:,

should he able to call all FMS services, 'although the appropriate language for

doing so need not be the same.
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Since querying or obtaining information from the.system is the

primary neer function, the query facilities are extremely important. There

should be a variety of amya of specieying conditionc under which data ;Ice

wanted. For the user uto is not intimately familiar with the data base, it

would be helpful. to have a dialog query cepabitity, in ubich the uscr would

ask a series of iacreaelngly specific questions, each based cm the results

of, the previouecenes, until the &J red it5,2Ves0 found. This dialog could

also be the chief means of training novices in the use of the system.

Other user functions that may be called on by teak program as much

an by human users include eeiting or arranging information for acme specific

purpose vesting the date base, and generating reaorte.

5,1.2.2 laterfaces. The P occupies a rather central position in the syetem

*ince it intorfeces with human nears, task programsond the operatieg system.

&waver, since the Ft1.2 ieolates as well es connects these subsystems, thanes%

to one subsystem should bave a crinimal effect on the others.

5,1.2.3 5VF4t2k1 ritTlet.ar.S. The aystamiiimations aae the built-in, intrinsic

functions of the nos and beer a large part of the responsibility for achieving

the MAS design objectives. Mot, there cm the functions dealing directly with

data, including tmnoletlen of data values for input, output and storsae, data

baso uPdatiag, end data retrieval. Nlen date retrieval is sequential or

patterned in eame way, retrieval efficiency phould be increased by perfoxming

a loo'. -dhead operation L canjunetion with the PUS. ETeat, .there ars supervisory

data uneticaa, inaluding directory updating and data fladexina (utlxh chould be

doa automstically rheaever the data bass is chavged), and maintenaaae of data

usase statistics. Thool statistics may be used to reaxgenite the data bias in
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a more efficient manner, either autcmaticelly or mutually. Finally, the rn

should play same role in keeplug track of each user's use of the srstem end

sheuld provide backup and failure recovery facilities through job and data

restart points or other maze.

5.1.3 Structures

5.1.3.1 Geeeral Covsidera:lins. Various general structural covsideraeions

affect the dig of an FUS. The follcwine structural features will be

considered:

(1) The organization of data base;

(2) The enpectod size of the data base, and its implication
on the system design;

(3) The laegth (fixed ce variable) of the data block etchanged
between the litS and the operating system data manaeement
function;

(4) The logical structure and physical format of the data block;

(5) The ovdering principle used to arrange data eeements within
files;

(6) The facilities leach should be provided for data liekage.

5.1.13.2 Lepton Stxuc tures. Eystem structures are tablets mentaimed by the

systeu to describe end pmveide accoas to the data hese. These structuree include-

(L) Loeieel Rota dieacteries.. which deacribe the leeical structure
of the data items and their logical position in the data base.

(2) plqte file or item rams dictIoneeien, which provide a cross-
reference hetween eke eymbelic it names aced by the
externst user eed the structural or other coded mad to
identify the Items iatermally.
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(2) ;ndexeq., which tell where in the data 'base certain
data values nay be found, thereby enabling the syctem
to perform seardhoo without accessing fee data itself,
or with manimei acesoing. The ty,e and amount of
iftdexing are criticel in determining tt system effeetive-
nem since eacrcb time can be minimized thrcugh adequate
indealit3, while ev:enesivel7 detailed indexing requires
much ttae end epee° for nentaining the inderoe.

(4) 4zess rit.n1 tabIslawhich enable the MS to teep track
of whiCh users eve auttovized to emcees each portion of
tho data teas, and for what purposes.

Other system structures, such es a list of active testa and their

d6ce requirements and a liet of ueere and the estont to Which they U30 system

facilities, may &too be required if the FMS is performing job management Eunctions-

5.1.3.3 Item Steuriture. Item strecture refers to the logical structure of

individual data itema. Items are divided Into subiteme, Which ray be further

subdivided aid ultimately divided into fields or values. Certain substrcetures

may be repeated on arbitamty number of times; aloo certain substructaroa may be

optional. Relations among items mey be eFpreseed implicit31 by the logical

nesting of itcr ;ail ?.n other items, or ezillieitly by mane of directories or

various Melds of data linage. The desrea cf complexity permitted in item

structure is important. Allowing erbitrary cemplenity will entail a certain

overhead in oyetem develop Tent COSTA and verning time, but any be justified

because the eyetes will be lees subject to chanl!,e erioing from a need for data

structurea mere complex than theca orIginally envieicned.

5.1.3.4 ksteri IlmaemenNq!luls. The orgeedzatice of system progrees comprieing

the rte must also Le cerederell. These pregreee nhould be as module,: as possible

in order to fecaltete implementation, debugging, and decamentation, and in
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order to minimize the effects of chenges. The use of a standard method

for program interface seill also contribute to the ease. Finally,

program functions should Es es general gs possible so that tha programo

mey lend themselves to uses net originally foreseen and thereby =teed

their useful life.

5.1.4 lammala9rterte

5.1.4.1 12arjeampezes. Program specifice'lon languages are used to

define task pregraes. A specie/ lane raga may be provided for this purpose,

or the systememay be built to accept the output of any standard procedural

language processor. Peogrem ezeeution languages cell for the execution of

pregrato and setrAy themedth necessary parameters. The weer functions of

defining data structures and entering data require eppropriate languages.

Language definitional facilities mou/d be especially helpful for the data

entry function, particularly Uheee large quantities of data acre involved.

AVM language is teceasary to eneble fhe user to retrieve tafeemation

from the data base. The principel conaiderations hero amid be flexibility

and the uevec ability to obtain infermntion in spite ef a lIetted femiliarity

mith the data hers. The teer muet eleo be able to specify the form in mbicb

123 wants the :mato presented. Eence, en output formatting or report

generaticn language is requirefie

5.1.4.2 Freee-env= licueters. Prcgrammer languages are those used by the

teak programmer to call on FES cervices. the moat important of therm cervices

are data updating, dr4:e retrieval, and report genaretion. In edditlen, a

control Unsnap is weed so that tasks can call for Che execution of other

tasks end co that control mny be passed from trek to task and between teem

and the control system.
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5.1.4.3 gyasslsaneusttea. System languages &TO those used by the FNS itaelf

When it operates upon data and interfaces with other sulemetecms. Data coding

schemes compress data in order to save space and aleo, possibly, to prevent

unauthorized access. A/so, data must be formatted bppropriately for input/output

operations. A primary interface of the FRIS io with the operating system's data

management routine. Symbolic blodk names and data blocks theeselles are eachanged

in both directions across this interface. The FRS also interfaces with the Job

Management System CIKS) in the operating system; the FISS can use the MS as an

intermediary in dealing with the user.

5.2 APPLTINg TWAWATION MIMI&

5.2.1 t1117 11.7eluation is n Problem

A nuMber of evaluation criteria for FMS software have been discussed

in the previous paragraphs. This in itself does little to solve the problem

of determining the value of a given FMB in meeting the reeds of the LIPCS.

Neitber does it deterelne the relative merit of competing coftware modules.

Rather, it speeifies What facture should be considered en evaluating a given

system. Eal concrete procedure is known which can determine the value, or even

relative merit, of a system. Thie is this to the existence of different kinds

of evaluation seen in. comparisen cf.' oysteme with differeet characterietice

(such as one whinh performs only part of the required operations in an infLexible

way to one which perfoemo all of the operetices required in a flexiiele way at muck

bithee costa must be eacem?liebed in cAreful tradeoff studios by skilled analysts.

Even after careful caelyeto, peoblees of this type may in C41:2 have no definitive

solution.
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If careful analysis -reveals that no algorithmic solution is feasible,

one is free to look for effective heuristic methods - at least, for one which

has the virtue of being readily applied, We now proceed to examine apptoachcs

to problems of this kind which have been used or proposed,

How Criteria Have Eeen Applied

5.2.2.1 welthling, If one a:;aUmes that each of the criteria for evaluating

A system is measurable, then, in general, a partial ordering is established

smug all systems being compared. Consider four systems, S, T, 0, and V being

evaluated under three critjera, A, B, and C; each criterion measured on a scale

allOwing a highest'score of 10. The following result may be oLtained:.

S.

A 4 5 3 4

3 9 4 5

C 15 2 7

System V is uniformly better than System 0 for ail criteria so that

there is no difficulty in making a choice. System U can be eliminated from

con,;ideration. However, of the remaining systems, no one is.uniformly better

than any others and the best we ran do in ciartially order the systems by criter.

In order to break this impasse we could choose the system which rated highest in

the largest number of criteria. System T would win by that measure, having the

highest rating in criteria A and B. Another approach would be to choose the

. 5-11
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system with this highest total point score. This approach leads to the

selection of system V as shown below:

A 4 5 4

B 3 9 5

C 5 2 8

To= 1.6. 17

However, if it were deemed that criterion B were (say) twice an

important as criteria A or C, the scores with weighted valuedswould appear as

follows:

V

A 4 5 4

b 6 18 10

C 5 2 8

MATS 15 25 22

with system T witting. Choosir.g a weightl.ng factor for each criterion in effect

reduces the vector valued criterion tc I, .ar (single value) which aesures

the ability to trArtsforn the partial ordering into a total. ordering. The most

universally apprepriate technique io to reduce each criterion to a dollar cost.

However, even this measure is difficult to aaaign. For emample, the "cost" of

a given measure of reliability is the presert value of the cost of the series of

.epaire that the system is expected to undergo (including cost of lost service).
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But it is difficult to sweets the (negative) "cost" of a system which has

an outstanding adaptibility to cheneing requirements of data structures, or

that presents an extremely well-eegineered interface with its users.

5.2.2.2 Benchmark Problem. One approach to the evaluation of systems is throe

the use of benchmark problems. A benchmark problem is a complete simulation of

a situation to which the system is expected to respond. The simulation may be

designed to represent either a trpical demand on the system, a situation of

extreme strops on the system, or a scenario:of samples from a mix of problems

representing the projections for long-term demands on the system. Each of

these types of benchmarks problems, when used to muse the performance of a

system, either in terms of cost, responsiveness, or other factors, represents

a particular bias but, depending on the system requirements, may be a valid

gauge of system performance.,

For a system such as LIECS, which provides an infoxmation service

to its subscribers which hes an economic value (although perheps an iataneible

one), a coat measure determined from a benchmark problem representing long-term

demands seems to be most appropriate. Suitable cost components for user invest-

vents such an traft.4ng and t5m at console should be censIdered, along Teith the

cost of system purcbese, operation, and maintenance. The system which satisfies

the benchmark pr -blew with the lowest oveeall cost is the one selected.
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This report presents the results of a survey of salient Characteristics

of a representative eat of state-of.the-art data management systems. It is part

of an effort to identify the state-of-the-art capabilities of data management

systems for third-generation computer systems.

Section I of the report includes general descriptions of the systems

surveyed and establishes the termano/ogy for logical organization of data used

in the survey.

Section II describes the capabilities surveyed and presents the survey

results in tabeler foruat.
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